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WHY CREATE AN OUTREACH PROGRAM?

Outreach can be defined as 
experiential education, in which 

students offer services to the 
community. Reflecting on their 

involvement helps them to understand 
the course content, the discipline, its 
relation to social needs and their civic 

responsibility. (R. Bringle, J. 
Hatcher,1997)1

Lingua Franca

Spanish Brigades



PRE-COVID: 3 PROGRAMS



PRE-COVID:

Academic goals: 15% of the overall requirements (Portfolios and Presentations) for 
Spanish Intermediate and Advance Levels.

Reflection on involvement: written assignments,in-class presentations, and surveys

Community engagement: children, staff, parents.

Collaboration: relationship between professor-educator- students.



PRE-COVID: HOW? 

•Practice: Orientations, in person classes,  in-class presentation 
and written reflections in Spanish. 

•Assessment of students' performance: Teaching evaluation, 
class presentations, reflections- all based on rubrics.

•Assessment of the program:  anonymous surveys by 
students and parents.





POST-COVID: ONE PROGRAM



POST-COVID: FELIZ EN LA COMUNIDAD

•Practice: 

1.Orientations

2. Prepare and conduct classes in Spanish for elementary or 
high-school students to be recorded or taught via Zoom or in-
person.  

3.Prepare supplementary Spanish activities for elementary or 
high-school teachers. 



POST-COVID: FELIZ EN LA COMUNIDAD

Assessment of students' performance: 

Participants will also be required to reflect on their experience 
on two Zoom debriefing sessions. 

Assessment of the program:  anonymous surveys by 
students, staff and parents.



Program Benefits for Sites

● Personalized, engaging and innovative 
lessons from USC students to meet the 
curricular needs of and provide support for 
USC Hybrid High School Spanish courses. 

● Immersive environment for Hybrid Spanish 
students that challenge students and helps 
support review and retention of content

-The ongoing collaboration with USC has been an 
essential part of building and strengthening the 
Spanish department at USC Hybrid High. Our 
students and our teachers have benefited greatly 
from all the opportunities and support they have 
given, from curriculum support to creating 
engaging programs for our students. We are very 
grateful and always excited to work with them. -
Andrea Bobadilla, USC Hybrid Spanish Instructor
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“Through Feliz en la Comunidad, I was able to strengthen my Spanish 
and leadership skills, even during the middle of a global pandemic. The 
program gave me the opportunity to be involved in community outreach, 
while still abiding by safety procedures from inside my own home. Before 
participating in the program, I didn't have a lot of confidence in my 
Spanish speaking abilities. I had taken four years of Spanish class, but I 
hadn't had the chance to put it into real practice very often. This 
organization allowed me to gain confidence in my skills by teaching the 
language to other students, and by utilizing my Spanish knowledge so 
that I could better retain what I have learned previously, and implement it 
into real practice.”  - Catie Mullin (USC Student Participant in Feliz en la 
Comunidad)



EXPANDING THE SCOPE 
BENEFITS OF USING AN OER

●Create a repository for all activities
○ A resource bank 
○ Accessible to site teachers now and in the future

●Provide needed online enrichment/review activities catering 
to the needs of the site populations



oerspanish.org
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“Through Feliz en la Comunidad, I was able to strengthen my Spanish 
and leadership skills, even during the middle of a global pandemic. The 
program gave me the opportunity to be involved in community outreach, 
while still abiding by safety procedures from inside my own home. Before 
participating in the program, I didn't have a lot of confidence in my 
Spanish speaking abilities. I had taken four years of Spanish class, but I 
hadn't had the chance to put it into real practice very often. This 
organization allowed me to gain confidence in my skills by teaching the 
language to other students, and by utilizing my Spanish knowledge so 
that I could better retain what I have learned previously, and implement it 
into real practice.”  - Catie Mullin (USC Student Participant in Feliz en la 
Comunidad)



Some examples







Future goals

- Expanding database
- Managing content

- Collaborations
- Funding
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